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Molecular Based Method Using PCR Technology on Porcine Derivative Detection for Halal Authentication
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Abstract

Halal food and pharmaceuticals were taken into account as food and pharmaceutical products permitted to be consumed by Muslim according to Sharia law. Due to the development of science and technology, especially in food and pharmaceutical industry, some industries use non-halal components such as pig derivatives in food and pharmaceutical products to reduce the production cost. Non-halal components added in food and pharmaceutical products are difficult to detect visually due to close similarity between non-halal and halal components present in food and pharmaceutical products. Some of the methods already developed in the laboratory include spectroscopic methods using infrared radiation, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, chromatography-based methods, electronic nose, DNA-based and differential scanning calorimetric for pig component analysis. Food and pharmaceutical matrix is very complex to be analyzed; therefore, the signals obtained during chemical and biological analyses are very complex and are difficult to interpret. Even though the spectroscopy- and chromatography-based methods are able to determine the pig derivative component, there are some difficulties for the application in the field of blind samples, caused by the complex matrix of food or pharmaceutical. Among analytical methods, the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) based on the molecular genetic analysis was believed to be highly sensitive, valid and judgable as well as reliable for the analytical instrument. Therefore, this chapter describes some methodologies based on DNA technology such as conventional PCR using universal primer through restriction fragment length polymorphism or specific primer. This chapter also gives detailed information on the application of the real-time PCR using species-specific primer for porcine determination as well as for halal authentication.
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1. Introduction

Today most of the Moslem countries are still growing in terms of life style, traveling, food and so on. Food is the primary need for humankind and cannot be separated from life; consequently, everywhere human beings live, including Moslems, they need food for living. In addition, awareness among Muslims on the need and necessity to consume only halal food is annually increasing, so the global market of halal food will be predominant in the future. It is understood that the production of halal food is not only beneficial to Muslims but also to food producers, since it will increase market space for Muslims especially and non-Muslims also who are interested in consuming halal food for health reasons. Human food production starts from the ingredients chosen, preparing the equipment, processing methods, packaging and labeling. Human mobility which is increasing requires the availability of food according to the needs of each individual. Food security extends not only to safety and health issues but also to religious considerations. In the global realm, the need of tools to ensure that food is consumed safely and is a guarantee that it is free from non-halal materials requires a technology and non-halal detection application. This chapter is discussed in relation to some reliable methods of DNA-based analysis that is needed in justifying the presence of non-halal materials for Muslim consumers, in particular, the ingredients derived from pigs which are materials prohibited in Islam for consumption.

Identification of the presence of non-halal compounds becomes a very important problem in human food products, especially those containing prohibited substances such as ingredients derived from pigs. In the concept of food safety assurance, raw material data used is very important to be included. The world with a Muslim population of about 1.3 billion makes food security globally not only toward healthy and safe food products but also must show the halal aspect of the food product [1]. Authentication is the most important criteria and is always an issue in the field of food. The one that encourages the importance of authentication is the raw material, because it determines whether the food is deserved to be consumed. In Islam, “Halal” means that it is allowed or permitted and haram refers to anything that is not allowed and includes sin when violated. If used in relation with food and drink, halal means allowed to be eaten or drunk. It is mandatory for Muslims to eat halal food and consume halal products. For a Muslim, food should not only be healthy and of good quality, but more importantly, the food must be halal. Nowadays, many kinds of animal products have been commonly consumed and spread across countries without limitations. The relatively new products such as nuggets, sausage, burger, hot dog, meat ball and so on are widely accepted by consumers regardless of gender, ethnics and age. Further processing of animal products has given more economic advantage for the producers and convenience for the consumers.

In recent years, there has been an increasing trend in some countries for mixing prohibited substances, especially pigs in food products for the purpose of falsification to obtain economic benefits [2]. Identification becomes very important so that the status of halal food becomes clear. Two approaches that can be made to determine whether pig substances are present are analysis of the pig meat elements or pig material in food products.
Various methods of detection of non-halal materials have developed rapidly. The method that has significantly developed is FTIR spectrophotometry [3] differential scanning calorimetry [4], liquid chromatography [5], immunoelectrophoresis [6], polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-RFLP DNA based methods [7] and real-time PCR [8].

Some of these methods are too laborious and time-consuming, consequently, an analytical technique offering rapid and reliable methods must be used. One of the promising methods suitable for routine analysis is polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [9]. The DNA-based analysis method has several advantages: DNA can be found in all cell types in an individual with identical genetic information. DNA is a stable molecule in the extraction process of several different types of samples.

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a nucleic acid that contains genetic material and serves to regulate the biological development of all cellular life forms [10]. DNA contains genetic information stored in a nucleotide sequence and is used to synthesize all cell protein molecules and organisms. Another function is to provide information that is passed on to the cells or offspring of a child. Both of these functions require DNA molecules that serve as templates or models [11]. DNA has a double structure with components of pentose sugars (deoxyribose), phosphate groups and base pairs. DNA base pairs consist of purine and pyrimidine bases. The purine base consists of adenine (A) and guanine (G). The pyrimidine base is cytosine (C) and thymine (T) [12]. DNA is very important and widely used in analysis. DNA isolation is the key to successful identification of livestock derived from raw materials; therefore, the different methods of DNA isolation in each foodstuff must be adapted to the conditions of the food type and food used in the diet.

2. DNA isolation stage

Identification of species based on DNA technology depends on the success of DNA isolation. The success of DNA isolation is the basis for continuing with the next test stage. Therefore, the isolation method should be known by any researcher who wishes to detect the species or foodstuffs. Work experience in the DNA isolation laboratory is a basic skill that needs to be known in order to isolate the various food matrixes. Some of the important factors that influence the success of DNA isolation are:

1. type of food
2. food matrix
3. cooking time
4. cooking temperature

DNA isolation has several stages, that is, (1) isolation of cells; (2) lysis of walls and cell membranes; (3) extraction in solution; (4) purification; and (5) precipitation. There are two principles in performing DNA isolation, that is, centrifugation and precipitation. The main principle of
centrifugation is to separate the substance based on molecular weight by providing a centrifugal force so that the heavier substances will be at the bottom, while the lighter substances will be located at the top. The centrifugation technique is carried out in a machine called centrifugation machine with varying speeds, for example, 2500 rpm (rotation per minute) or 3000 rpm [10].

Chemically, the destruction of cells is performed by utilizing chemical compounds such as ethylenediamine tetra acetic (EDTA) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). EDTA functions to destruct cells by binding magnesium ions (this ion serves to maintain cell integration and activity of nuclease enzyme which damages the nucleic acids). SDS is a kind of detergent that serves to destruct cell membranes. The proteinase K enzyme can be used to destruct proteins. Impurities due to cell lysis are separated by centrifugation. Then, the nucleotide molecules (DNA and RNA), which have been separated, are cleared of the residual proteins using phenol. In this process, a small part of RNA can also be cleaned. The RNAase enzyme is used to clean the residual proteins and polysaccharides from the solution. Purification of DNA can be done by mixing the DNA solution with NaCl, which serves to concentrate, separate DNA from the solution and precipitate DNA when mixed with ethanol [13].

The measurement of DNA concentration was done in two ways, that is, by spectrophotometer and by ethidium bromide fluorescence technique (EtBr). If the sample is pure, without large amounts of contamination such as protein, agarose, phenol or other nuclei, then the use of spectrophotometer that calculates the amount of UV irradiation absorbed by the bases is the proper way. The fluorescence technique of EtBr is used when the sample is contaminated [14].

DNA of ingredients in the form of fresh ingredients can generally be more easily isolated because most of the tissues have not been damaged. DNA of animal-derived food with cell structures easy to lysis is more easily isolated compared to a mixture of plant matrix ingredients which have stronger cell structures. Cooking duration will affect the quality and quantity of DNA that can be isolated, longer cooking duration will degrade the DNA; consequently, a lot of DNA fragments into smaller sizes, and as a result, at the time of amplification, there will occur difficulty with big-size amplicon target compared to small amplicon. The cooking temperature also has effect, the higher cooking temperature so the DNA in the food tends to be fragmented as a result for the size of the DNA with high fragment length target is difficult to amplify at PCR and difficult when identify the origin species of ingredients.

3. DNA isolation of animal tissue genome

The basic principle of total DNA isolation from the tissue is to break down and extract the tissue, so cell extracts composed of tissue cells, DNA and RNA cells are formed. Then, the cell extract was purified to produce a cell pellet containing total DNA [10].

DNA is usually isolated from animal tissue cells using methods that lyse cells but prevent DNA fragmentation. This step usually involves EDTA (ethylenediamine tetra acetic) which in the process will bind magnesium ions (the cofactors required by the DNase enzyme). Furthermore, the cell membrane is preferably solubilized with a detergent. If physical disruption is required, it should be done as minimum as possible. In this disruption process, the
nuclease enzyme released from the cellular component can efficiently digest the nucleic acids, so the work of the nuclease enzyme must be inhibited. Cell disruption and most of the following steps should be performed at 4°C, using a glassware and an autoclave solution (the autoclave function is to destroy DNase activity in the apparatus or solution). After removing the nucleic acid from the cell, RNA can be removed by the addition of heat-treated RNase to inactivate the DNase of the contaminant (RNase is relatively stable to heat because of the presence of disulfide bonds which will cause the renaturation process when cooled).

Other major contaminants, that is, proteins, are eliminated with phenol solution or phenol-chloroform mixture (both will denature the proteins but do not denature nucleic acids). After the mixture is made into an emulsion, centrifugation is conducted. After centrifuging, an organic part will be formed in the lower part and in the top aqueous layer, which is a layer composed of a denatured protein and inside it is contained DNA. The aqueous fluid is taken and deproteinized several times until no material is visible in the middle layer. Then, the DNA that does not contain protein is mixed with two parts of ethanol. DNA will be a precipitate, separate from the sample solution. After being centrifuged, the DNA pellets are then dissolved again [15].

4. DNA isolation of plant genome

Samples from plants are mostly found in food products both individually and food matrix such as sausage, meatballs and nuggets in which there are materials from animals and plants. The most commonly used method for plant DNA isolation is the Cetyl Trimethyl Ammonium Bromide (CTAB) method. CTAB is a common method used in plant DNA extraction because plant DNA contains polysaccharides and polyphenol compounds [16]. There are three major steps in the extraction of plant DNA, that is, the destruction of cell walls (lysis), separation of DNA from solid materials such as cellulose and proteins and DNA purification [17].

CTAB has the same function as SDS, which acts as a lipid solvent of the cell membrane. SDS is a kind of detergent that can emulsify lipids. After overnight incubation with ethanol absolute and ammonium nitrate, the DNA filaments are known and then centrifuged to obtain the DNA pellets. After the supernatant was removed, 70% of ethanol was added for next precipitation. Then, the pellet is dried and stored at −20°C [18].

5. DNA isolation of food products

Food products are a complex food mixture. Food products may contain PCR inhibitors such as polysaccharides, polyphenols and proteins [19]. In addition, food products have undergone several stages of processing, such as mechanical treatment, heating, chemical and enzymatic. As a result, DNA isolation from food products often has difficulties [20].

Some authors have compared methods of DNA extraction from food. Zimmerman et al. [21] compared nine different extraction methods of soybean; food samples showed that five of the methods had the extracted DNA damaged, while in four other methods (CTAB, Wizard, DNeasy...
and nucleon Phytopure), the amount of DNA produced was relatively low but had good quality. Previously, Olexová et al. [22] have found good DNA extraction results using CTAB on soybean, corn and wheat products (flour, biscuits and instant porridge). Each sample in the food matrix needs the specific DNA isolation methods, as described by researcher [20] and they tried to compare four methods of DNA extraction (NucleoSpin kit, commercial and GeneSpin, CTAB, and Wizard method) applied to soybean processed products; CTAB method extraction showed the best results. Further, Sambrook [23] used CTAB modification by adding salt (NaCl) and twice as much CTAB volume in extracting food product samples for the identification of pork content.

### 6. DNA isolation in research practice

Today, the DNA isolation commonly uses DNA isolation kit as it is faster and is a simple method than the manual; consequently, the price is more expensive. The commercial kit has been available in varying amounts and benefits. However, the use of kits in DNA isolation is not suitable for student learning in college; therefore, the use of manual methods in student research is highly recommended. The use of kits in DNA isolation is usually simple and follows the procedures of the company, while manual DNA isolation requires the preparation of chemicals independently. The following table illustrates some basic methods and basic principles of DNA isolation (Table 1).

The results of DNA isolation research using the modified [14] method for sample of meatball and sausage as illustrated in Figure 1 is as follows.

Food products are complex food mixtures which may contain inhibitors such as polysaccharides, polyphenols and proteins [19]. In addition, food products have undergone several

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>The principle of DNA separation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TNES [24]</td>
<td>• Destruction of cell walls using EDTA, SDS and NaCl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Removal of protein with proteinase K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Removal of polysaccharide protein residues by using phenol, chloroform and isoamyl alcohol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Precipitation of DNA with saline solution (NaCl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14] modified</td>
<td>• Destruction of cell walls using EDTA and SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Removal of protein with proteinase K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Removal of polysaccharide protein residues by using phenol, chloroform and isoamyl alcohol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Precipitation of DNA with saline solution (NaCl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTAB</td>
<td>• Cell wall barrier and protein removal by extracting buffer (EDTA, Tris–HCl, NaCl, and K proteinase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Precipitation of DNA with isopropanol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** The basic principle of DNA isolation in the DNA extraction method performed.
stages of processing, such as mechanical treatment, heating, chemical and enzymatic treatments. As a result, DNA isolation from food products often has difficulties [20]. The complicities of sample affected the DNA quality [25] and the presence of additives on foods also affected the results of DNA isolation. Therefore, optimization and modification of the basic method to obtain DNA with good quality and quantity is required.

As this study applied the Sambrook method [14] without overnight incubation, the results showed that the quality of the DNA is not good enough and is marked by the appearance of DNA smear and some samples were not isolated (data not shown); therefore, the modification to prolong the lysis time and cell digestion by adding the incubation time to ±15 h (overnight) at a temperature of 55°C was made. The modification by adding the incubation time was intended so that the non-DNA molecules can be digested perfectly, thus minimizing the contaminants in the resulting DNA, since the sample was a processed meat consisting of a mixture of complex foods. The sample used in this study was a processed food product consisting of a mixture of meat (animal tissue) and non-meat (flour and spices) products that were considered as an inhibitor in the activity of DNA isolation.

The K proteinase was capable of digesting the cell completely after incubation of at least 10 h [23]. Meanwhile, previous research [26] founded that the duration of cell lysis depends on the shape of the extracted product. The more diverse the mixture and texture of the product, longer the time required. The optimization of ASL (Qiagien)-based extraction and purification of DNA by applying overnight to the cell lysis stage had been successfully performed for the identification of pork in processed meat products in Saudi Arabia [27]. The same method [28] was also used for overnight incubation at the lysis stage and digestion for the identification of pig DNA in food products. Chapela et al. [29] also used overnight incubation at the cell lysis stage in DNA extraction from canned tuna to identify species of animal origin.

DNA extraction of whole tissue is easier to do than processed meat such as meatballs, sausages and abon, where DNA has been degraded. The DNA obtained for analysis must be pure and intact to obtain good analysis.

The contaminants that are often present in the process of DNA extraction and purification are proteins [30]. DNA measurements were performed by comparing absorbance ratios at wavelengths of 260 and 280 nm (OD$_{260}$/OD$_{280}$) [15].

**Figure 1.** Result of DNA isolation of meatball and sausage of various species on 1% agarose gel: (1) 100% cow meatballs, (2) 100% chicken meatballs, (3) 100% pork meatballs, (M) 100 bp marker, (4) 100% cow sausage, (5) 100% chicken sausage, (6) 100% pork sausage.
The quality and purity of DNA is influenced by various factors including the isolation method and the type of food samples being prepared. The purity of DNA isolates from meatball samples with various methods of DNA isolation is described in Table 2.

Good DNA extraction methods not only provided good DNA results but also high DNA purity [30]. In the study, DNA purity measurements obtained from several DNA extraction methods had been performed. From Table 2, it was known that the purity of DNA obtained from the modified Sambrook method gave best results on meatball samples, (1.91 ± 0.00; 1.92 ± 0.00; and 1.87 ± 0.00). This showed that the method used could produce DNA with good purity. The value of DNA purity ranges from 1.8 to 2.0. The value of purity would be lower if there was contamination of protein or phenol [15]. Method of [23] obtained DNA purity value of 1.64 ± 0.01 (meatballs), while DNA purity value of the CTAB method was 1.7 ± 0.00 (meatballs). This value may indicate the presence of protein contamination in isolated DNA. Furthermore, in the practice of food, DNA isolation with a varying food matrix requires choice of method, method modification and development of the most suitable method according to food matrix condition whose DNA will be isolated.

7. Confirmation of pig species with conventional PCR

The wide variety of food products available on the market in the world seems favorable but leads to several fears for the Muslim community because the consumption of pork in food products is prohibited; therefore, some analytical methods offering fast and reliable results are continuously developed by some researchers. PCR-based methods have been applied through the PCR-RFLP method for the authentication of animal products especially meatballs in the market [9].

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is one of the most widely studied and widely used techniques of nucleic acid amplification in vitro. PCR is used to multiply the number of DNA molecules on a particular target by synthesizing new DNA molecules that complement the target DNA molecules through the aid of enzymes and oligonucleotides as primers in a thermocycle. The target length of DNA ranges from tenths to thousands of nucleotides whose positions are flanked by a pair of primers. The primer that is located before the target is called the forward primer and which is located after the target is called the reverse primer. The enzyme used as a novel printer of DNA molecules is known as the polymerase enzyme [31]. The length of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.64 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1.91 ± 0.00</td>
<td>1.70 ± 0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Purity comparison of DNA isolation result of meatball sample with various methods [59].
DNA gene is 1.140 bp and has some stable sequences used for universal primers and several sequences of variables normally used for animal identification by the PCR-RFLP method [32]. A pair of primers was employed in PCR reaction (9), the PCR primers used were cytochrome b gen as follows: (5'-CCA TCC AAC ATC TCA GCA TGA TGA AA-3′) and CYTb2 (5'-GCC CCT CAG AAT GAT ATT TGT CCT CA-3′), as reported by Kocher et al. [33]. The PCR-RFLP was applied using mitochondrial cyt b gene in a final volume of 25 μl containing 250 ng of extracted DNA in order for the porcine identification with mega mix royal PCR buffer. Amplification was performed in PCR system 2400 (Perkin Elmer), programmed to perform the pre-denaturation step of 94°C for 2 min, followed by 35 cycles which is carried out with following steps: denaturation at 95°C for 36 s, annealing at 51°C for 73 s, and extension at 72°C for 84 s. Final extension at 72°C was conducted for 3 min for complete synthesis of elongated DNA molecules. The DNA amplicon then cleaved using BseDI restriction enzyme and results could able to differentiate porcine among other meat [9].

PCR has the potential sensitivity and specificity required to achieve detection of a target sequence from template DNA. Gene of cytochrome b was used for the amplification of PCR and resulted in DNA fragmentation of approximately 360 bp for bovine, chicken and porcine. These small amplicons are ideal for use with processed foods where DNA commonly was degraded. This result indicated that pig, beef and chicken DNA in processed meat was successfully amplified in PCR reaction (Figure 2). The result of PCR amplification was similar to that [35] which reported the presence of the 360 bp fragment. This result also indicated that the frying of meat products at 100°C for 15 min did not result in the degradation of DNA into small size (<200 bp). They studied the feasibility of using mitochondrial cyt b gene to detect porcine material in commercial food products from various regent in Indonesia: Amplicon of beef DNA, and p: Amplicon product of raw pork DNA on [34]. Source: Aust-Asian J. Anim. Sci Vol. 27 No. 10.

**Figure 2.** Amplification of mitochondrial cytochrome b DNA gene fragments 359 bp long in samples from meatballs products separated by 2% high-resolution agarose gel electrophoresis, M: Marker 100 bp DNA ladder (Invitrogen), A-D: PCR products of cytochrome b gene from 20 of commercial meatball samples from various regent in Indonesia b: Amplicon of beef DNA, and p: Amplicon product of raw pork DNA on [34]. Source: Aust-Asian J. Anim. Sci Vol. 27 No. 10.
Figure 3. Restriction fragment length polymorphism using BseDI restriction enzymes. M: Marker 100 bp DNA ladder, lane 1–20: DNA fragment of different meatball samples from 20 commercial meatballs b: DNA fragment raw beef cytochrome b gene cleaved into different pattern, and p: DNA fragment of PCR product of raw pork cytochrome b gene cleaved into 228 and 121 bp [34]. Source: Aust-Asian J. Anim. Sci Vol. 27 no. 10.

detected porcine DNA, while no amplification occurred in others meat sources such as cattle, chicken, sheep and horse [36].

The result of the amplicon cleavage (Figure 3) showed that the enzyme of BseDI could differentiate pork meat among chicken, bovine or goat.

PCR product was digested using the BseDI restriction enzyme at 2 U/μl for 3-h incubation time. The result of analysis from various levels of pork in beef sausage and chicken nugget indicated that mixture of pork could be digested by the BseDI restriction enzyme and was detected until level 1%. BseDI cleavage bands visualized in the gel were enough and suitable for the discrimination of pork in processed food. BseDI endonuclease cleaved the cytochrome b gene products of pig species into two DNA fragments of 228 and 131 bp and did not cleave cytochrome b gene of beef and chicken [33].

Recent research [37] founded that pork DNA fragment of mitochondrial cytochrome b gen could be amplified well after cooking for 0–120 min (Figure 4), while cooking more than 120 min caused DNA degradation and failed to amplify mitochondrial DNA fragment, even for the PCR using more than 500 bp primer lengths. In addition, the amplification of 300 bp DNA fragment using specific primer showed DNA amplicon fragment in slight appearance. The band density decreased to less than 50% in sausage after cooking for more than 120 min. The 200 bp primer fragment could amplify all DNA samples from cooking for 120 min. Longer cooking time showed slighter appearance in gel electrophoresis and lower band intensity. Sausages were cooked for less than 120 min showed almost the same intensity, then decreased until about 60% band intensity. It
indicated that the DNA from pork sausages after cooking for 120 min did not cause denaturation process, and the molecular weight did not decrease. The charged molecules can be separated in agarose gel electrophoresis according to smaller molecules migrating faster than larger molecules. While cooking for more than 120 min, damage was caused on DNA fragment and could be amplified using species specific primer only above 200-bp length fragment (Figure 4). The DNA fragmentation occurred when meat was processed and cooked. The other researches [38] stated that the damaging of the DNA, as well as other meat structural changes (shrinkage of meat fibers, the aggregation and gel formation of myofibril and sarcoplasmic proteins, shrinkage and solubilization of the connective tissue, etc.), is due to the denaturation during heating.

8. Confirmation of pig species using real-time PCR

Compared to conventional end-point PCR, the main advantage of a real-time method is the possibility of performing quantitative measurements. The meat species identification using conventional PCR assays require the visualization using gel electrophoresis. The mistake analysis could increase with the chance of the cross-contamination or sample shifting; in addition, the process
could not be automated. This condition may be a consequence because the PCR tubes must be opened after amplification. An alternative, shorter time-consuming analysis to differentiate the PCR products of various meat species would improve the assay. Melting curve analysis with an intercalating dye using a real-time PCR machine could remove the gel electrophoresis step, offered that the PCR products of the different species melt at different temperatures [39]. Basic principle of real-time PCR is the development of conventional PCR methods, in which amplification products can be monitored directly during each amplification cycle and can be measured. Real-time PCR testing allows for the identification of the early stages of the PCR process, which is more accurate than the endpoint analysis associated with agarose gel electrophoresis or polyacrylamide. The collecting data of real-time PCR was obtained using fluorescence molecules that showed a correlation between fluorescence intensity with PCR product abundance [40]. Real-time PCR is widely accepted as a powerful assay for the species identification and quantification of nucleic acid molecules. This procedure has higher sensitivity and specificity, larger dynamic range of detection, and less carry-over contamination risk. In the quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) technique, amplification of the target gene is monitored by an increased fluorescence signal which enables direct assessment of the results after the PCR application without additional detection steps [41].

The amplification process of the PCR product can be observed from the beginning of the reaction to completion as shown in Figure 5. The number of PCR cycles is seen on the X-axis and the fluorescence of the amplification reaction on the Y axis. The amplification plot shows two phases, that is, the exponential phase followed by the non-exponential plateau phase. During the exponential phase, the amount of PCR products is approximately twice that of each cycle. In the plateau phase the reaction slows down (28–40 cycles) [43].

Threshold (initial limit) real-time PCR is the signal level which reflects statistically significant increases in baseline signal. The threshold is adjusted to differentiate the relevant amplification signal among the background. Typically, the real-time PCR instrument software automatically

**Figure 5.** Amplification curves A: and melting peak; B: specificity of pork mitochondrial D-Loop686 primer on DNA from various raw meat. Red line: pork; yellow line: beef; dark blue line: chicken; green lines: goat; blue line: horse [42].
adjusts 10 times the standard deviation of the baseline fluorescence value [44]. Threshold cycle or commonly abbreviated as Ct is the number of cycles during the fluorescence signal, that is, the reaction cuts the threshold. The Ct value is used to calculate the number of initial DNA copies because the value of Ct is the inverse of the initial number of targets. If the number of templates decreases, then the number of cycles required for amplification will increase [45].

In the initial reaction, the fluorescence on the baseline level and the increase in fluorescence is not detected at 1–18 cycles, although the product accumulates exponentially (Figure 5) until finally the amplification products sufficient to emit fluorescence signal that can be detected. The number of cycles when amplification occurs is called early cycle (threshold cycle or Ct). If the Ct value is measured in exponential phase, as long as the reagent is not limited to, real-time PCR can accurately and reliably calculate the amount of DNA present in the reaction. There are several types of fluorescence based on chemicals used for the detection of real-time PCR, which can be classified into four types: probe hydrolysis as TaqMan®, probe hairpin as molecule Beacon molecule, probe hybridization labeled with fluorescence (FRET) and the DNA intercalation dye as SYBR® Green and EvaGreen® [46, 47].

Fluorescent compounds SYBR Green are asymmetric cyanine compounds that have two aromatic rings connected by metena bridges, and each ring contains a nitrogen atom, and one of which is positively charged [48]. When SYBR Green is in the solution containing double-stranded DNA (ds-DNA), then the SYBR Green can be bound to ds-DNA and will emit a fluorescent signal at a wavelength of 254 (excitation) and 497 (emission) nm [49]. Characterization of fluorescence level that is obtained by SYBR Green can be seen through the Ct value, that is, at the DNA fragment amplification cycle, which was first detected. SYBR Green is widely used for the purpose of amplification optimization using qPCR, because it is easier and cheaper than probe [50].

The previous research [42] performed the real-time polymerase chain reaction using mitochondrial displacement loop686 and cytochrome b (cytb) gene primers for the identification specific pork DNA among other four types of DNA species: beef, chicken, goat and horse. The annealing temperature was at 62°C; however, the mitochondrial D-Loop686 showed high specificity to porcine DNA detection, as indicated by no amplification results that appeared on other species (beef, chicken, horse and goat meat) (Figure 5). It was proven that this additional peak does not result from primer dimer, since no amplification product on sample without DNA template is present. The implementation of d-Loop 686 DNA and cyt b gene primers was carried out in order to identify pork DNA on laboratory prepared “dendeng” (Indonesian traditional beef Jerky). The results indicated that mitochondrial d-Loop686 primer had high specificity on pork DNA target. Results of experiment indicated that the primer has ability to detect pork DNA until the concentration of pork was 0.5% in the beef dendeng product with the consistent curve profile. The cytb gene primers also had a similar ability with d-Loop686 primer to amplify pork DNA until the pork concentration was 0.5% in beef “dendeng”. The results showed that these two primers, d-Loop region and the cyt b gene, had the capability to identify pork adulteration on the mixed pork-beef “dendeng” product at all variations of tested concentrations [42].

Soares et al. [8] applied a real-time PCR approach based on SYBR Green dye for the quantitative detection of pork meat in processed meat products. For the development of the method
analysis, binary meat mixtures containing known amounts of pork meat in poultry meat were used to obtain a normalized calibration model from 0.1 to 25% with high linear correlation and PCR efficiency. The method revealed high specificity by melting curve analysis and was successfully validated through its application to blind meat mixtures, which confirmed its adequacy for pork meat determination. The full applicability of the method was further demonstrated in commercial meat products, allowing verification of labeling compliance and identification of meat species in processed foods. Figure 6 showed limit of detection of the real-time PCR which was able to detect the porcine DNA until 0.1 pg. contamination. DNA degradation, inhibition or differences in the amount and quality of the DNA obtained from the food matrix sample was found. It meant that the processed meat products generally had several ingredients, including those from vegetable sources, and different processing treatments that might affect the target-gene amplification, the use of an endogenous control, which enables these variations to be controlled. Therefore, the structure of calibration curve based on real-time PCR normalization is essential for reliable quantitative analysis because this process controls variations in extraction yields and efficiency of amplification. The endogenous control allows verifying if amplification variations found with the species-specific primers were due to differences in target species content or to other factors such as (8).

Kesmen et al. [41] conducted the real-time PCR investigation and they concluded that TaqMan probe real-time PCR-based assay can be recommended for the detection of animal tissue by food control agencies or laboratories, and it might be a reliable and practical method for the determination of technically predictable contamination and/or intentional admixtures in complex processed meat products. Table 3 described the application of the PCR-based technology on porcine determination of the commercial sample and Table 4 showed the type of gene, fragment length and sequence of the primer already applied by some researchers. Based on Table 4, the primer design for the application of the specific primer length target depends on the matrix sample. The sample with long period preparation and processing commonly

Figure 6. Amplification curves of binary reference mixtures (0.01–100 pg. of pork DNA) by real-time PCR with SYBR green I dye for pork detection and the detection limit was 0.1 pg.
the DNA degraded into 100–200 bp, consequently if the PCR method applied using more than 300 bp DNA target. Some food matrix need long time preparation, conse.

9. Conclusion

It is common that food should consider an individual with health, culture, life style, religious faith, budget and choice. Food products without pork samples on the ingredients list, or even labeled ‘pork-free’, obtained from the commercial market and retail stores that could

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species analysis</th>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animal Species</td>
<td>PCR assay for the identification of animal species in feedstuffs</td>
<td>[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of rat’s meat DNA</td>
<td>Authentication of beef meatball from rat’s meat</td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of pork DNA in dendeng</td>
<td>Authentication of “dendeng” from pork</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of porcine gelatin</td>
<td>Analysis of porcine gelatin in capsule shell</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of pork in meatball</td>
<td>Authentication of beef meatball from pork</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of pork DNA</td>
<td>Identification of pig species in food product</td>
<td>[1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantification of bovine, porcine, chicken and turkey species</td>
<td>Contamination and adulteration prohibited component in food and feed</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porcine Gelatin</td>
<td>Using gelatin in pharmacy and confectionery</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Analysis of porcine species-based PCR technology on commercial samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genealogy</th>
<th>Specific primer sequence (5′–3′)</th>
<th>Products size (bp)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mitochondrial Cyt b</td>
<td>5′ GCCTAAATCTCCCTCCATGGTA 3′&lt;br&gt;5′ ATGAAAGGGCAATAGATTTCTCG 3′</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>[55, 56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12S rRNA-rRNA</td>
<td>5′ CTA AAT ATC AAC CAT CAC A 3′&lt;br&gt;5′ ACA TGT TGG CAT CTA CTT GG 3′</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cytochrome b</td>
<td>5′ CGC CTT ACG TTC TAA TGA CAT 3′&lt;br&gt;5′ ATC CTA CTC T AG CC C ACC CA 3′</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND5 gene</td>
<td>5′ CCATCCAATTTATAATATCCA A TCTCG-3′&lt;br&gt;5′ TGATTTTCCTGGCCTGTGT GT 3′</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12S rRNA</td>
<td>5′ TGACGTCTGTCTCTCCAAA 3′&lt;br&gt;5′ CGATAATTGGATCACATTTCTG 3′</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitochondrial Dloop 686</td>
<td>5′ GGTACGGGACATAACGTGGCG −3′&lt;br&gt;5′ GGCAAGGCGTCTATAGGGTGT −3′</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Various length of specific target DNA primers for porcine detection.
be confirmed by PCR-based methods. Many experiments showed the detection limit of less than 0.1% porcine material level. This data showed that some samples could be considered contaminants of porcine materials. Reviews of these findings showed the value of such an analytical approach to guarantee the commercial products in world free trade. PCR-based method is proposed to be a reliable and sensitive protocol for routine analysis.
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